
Matthew 

Chapter 25:1-13 

Temple Judgment and Establishing of King (chapters19-25) 

“Call for Being Prepared” 
 

 

 

* Big recap, no where talking about “End Times”, now in big 7 chapter section from chapter 19 regarding the Judgment 

of the Temple and associated Priests and Leadership, and the establishment of a New King in Messiah 

- ALL of these verses and chapters need to be interpreted directly to this thought 

- Not even logical that all of a sudden, when it has NEVER come up in Gospel of Matthew, in the midst of this giant 

7 chapter section on the judgment of the Temple and associated system, that “all of a sudden” we have this 2 

chapter section in 24 and 25 on end times…just doesn’t make any sense 

- And as we have spoke the Bible is amazing in its depth and of course that there can and is a strong possibility that 

there are aspects of end times and specifically Jesus’ 2
nd

 coming written underneath these versus 

- But this is a very real conversation between a Rabbi, Jesus, and His followers, about real events within their 

lifetime 

 

So, who cares? 

Why do I feel so strongly that we should emphasize the real prediction of the destruction of the Temple rather than 

emphasizing End Times though there is a strong possibility this lies underneath as an additional layer of truth? 

What is the main message or call if you will that Jesus desires from His followers as a result of these conversations and 

prophecies? 

Be prepared, pursue God…because you have NO IDEA when these real events that I am predicting will occur 

And there is a very natural and SUPER important message to us 

Be prepared, because you have NO IDEA what lurks ahead in your own life 

Keith Zafren’s advice about reading/learning my Bible as prep for one day when I will really need it 

Seeing End Times in scripture is a little like sex, it takes nothing to exercise it 

BUT, to immerse yourself in the cultural and historical relevance of these stories, that takes some effort 

But if we put the time in, wow, will we reap an amazingly deeper understanding and application in our own lives 

 

In Is. 13, the prophet spoke of something he called, The Day of the Lord” 

It specifically spoke about a real historical issue between Israel (really Judah)  and Babylon, predicting that God would 

judge Israel thru Babylon 

And in Matthew 24(:36, 42) again Jesus the Prophet speak of a real day when God will use Rome to Judge Israel again 

The message to the disciples was, be active in the Kingdom and with God…stay on your game with God 

And the message to us, ALSO as followers, is the same 

We focus so much on end times that: 

a) We completely miss the actual direct message that is being given and thus miss the direct message to us today 

b) For 2000 years followers of Jesus have been waiting for the 2
nd

 coming, and guess what, He hasn’t come. Did 

they wait in vain? No. Because we are to be awake and alert and pursue God and His Kingdom for more reason 

that JUST the 2
nd

 coming of Messiah. But rather also because we will face our own 66-70AD destruction (loss 

of life, job, health, relationship, religious freedom, etc.) 

Remember story of the rich guy who simply builds a bigger barn, taken away…fool 

 

Chapter 23 ends with a fascinating little statement 

• Matthew 23:51 

* Reference to Gehenna – Hell on Earth, Jesus only spoke of to followers 

Rob Bell – Less about THEM THEN than US NOW = don’t bring Hell to earth 

“Thy will be done on EARTH AS IT IS in Heaven” is our call 

 

Again, there very well could be end times truths beneath the surface of these statements and I do not mean to lessen 

them 

What I do mean to do is emphasize the very real prophecy that Jesus is laying out 

A prophecy that really took place 40 years later and still stands to this day…incredible! 

With a call to His followers to be prepared!!! 



 

Now… 

• Matthew 25:1-13 

3 parables in succession…10 Virgins, The Talents, and the Sheep and Goats 

Again, what is a parable? Is it a new thought? 

No, it is emphasizing and explaining a point that has already been made 

 

In the West, weddings normally don’t take place late at night 

But in the Middle East, and even in many villages to this day, they do 

And in these torchlight processions of walking travel and revelry, the bridegroom can get delayed 

The Bridegroom, accompanied by his friends and a best man, approach the father-in-laws house 

The Virgin daughter comes out to meet him and all his friends 

They then proceed back to his fathers house for the marriage feast 

Where the bridegroom has already added a room on to the house for him and his bride 

This celebration could last a week 

In the story the virgins I believe are bridesmaids 

 

And this story is deeply rooted in the Jewish context 

1. Israel is referred to as the virgin daughter of Zion in the Hebrew text 

• Is. 23:12, 37:22 

• Jer. 14:17 

 

2. What is this talk about the silly ones and the wise ones? Or foolish and prudent? 

What does it remind you of from the Hebrew text? 

Proverbs 

In the book of Proverbs, how are the Foolish and Wise persons depicted? As what? 

2 Women 

In the case of our story, what does it mean to be wise? 

Having oil for the lamps ahead of time 

Remember, don’t take a parable as an allegory 

Who knows what the oil is…could make a list (generosity, faith, good works, caring for the needy, being light, etc.) 

Notice also, all 10 fall asleep so resting is not the issue at all as it has nothing to do with the main point 

Staying awake is not even the point 

What is the main call? 

BE READY, be prepared 

Again, FOR WHAT? 

Who knows…but sooner or later a crisis is coming, it is inevitable 

 

3. Who is the bridegroom? Have we seen it anywhere else in Matthew’s Gospel? 

• Matthew 9:14-15 

Who is the bridegroom in these verses? 

Messiah! 

What is the message of this parable? 2
nd

 coming? 

• Matthew 22:1-2 

Who is the son? The bridegroom? 

Messiah 

What is the message of this parable? 2
nd

 coming? 

Again, not JUST about end times, but about Jesus coming 2000 years ago as Israel’s Messiah 

Again, being announced heavily in this 7 chapter section 

* Verse 12 – “I don’t know you” – echoes of 7:23 where Jesus warns to enter His Kingdom thru the narrow gate 

The call is so clear…BE Prepared! 

Parable of Rabbi Eleazer – “Repent one day before you die…” 

 


